Town of University Park
Transit Task Force
Tuesday, January 12, 2021
7:30 PM – 9:00 PM


Meeting notes are in blue text below each agenda item.
Agenda

1. Welcome

In attendance were Mayor Len Carey, Town Clerk Andrea Marcavitch, Emily
Alvarez, Kelly Hilovsky, Emily Ryan, Joe Thompson, and Carol Weese. David
Tully was not in attendance due to the birth of his first child, Luke!
2. Approve Notes from 12/8 Meeting
Notes from the 12/8 meeting were approved without objection.

3. Discuss renaming transit and paratransit options for ease of communication
For ease of communication at the 2/9 public forum, the Task Force renamed the
options from Appendix A in the 12/10 notes. The status quo is now option A, with
other options arranged alphabetically (B, C, D, etc.). See appendix A of this
document.

4. Progress of preliminary efforts to quantify the strengths and limitations of options
Task Force members thanked Town Clerk Marcavitch and Mayor Carey for
providing excellent data on the Town bus operations that will enable calculation
of certain strengths and limitations. Joe Thompson and Emily Alvarez will work
on quantification of the status quo over the next several weeks and send the
preliminary calculations to the rest of the Task Force for review and comment.

5. Consistent assumptions for quantifying the strengths and limitations of options
Calculations for the status quo will serve as consistent assumptions for other
options that modify the status quo. Preliminary calculations for strengths and
limitations of the status quo will be distributed to the Task Force for comment by
Joe Thompson and Emily Alvarez in the coming weeks.

6. How best to present the strengths and limitations in a final report
The Task Force pledged to provide a short report to the Council that will lay out
the process used by the Task Force to make decisions about what options to
consider with detailed descriptions and calculations of strengths and limitations

for each option. The report will be structured around the options matrix in
Appendix A.

7. Next steps: 2/9 Public Forum and 3/15 Council Presentation
The Task Force will hold a 2/9 public forum and then prepare a final report for the
Town Council meeting on 3/15 in advance of budget deliberations. At the 3/15
Town Council meeting, the Task Force will be available to answer questions from
the Town Council and the public.

8. New Business
None.

Appendix A: University Park Transit Options Matrix for Public Forum

